The aim of this article is to devise the method of lemmatisation of strong verbs from a corpus of Old English with a view to maximising the automatic search for the inflectional forms, with the corresponding minimisation of manual revision of the verbs under analysis. The search algorithm, which consists of query strings and filters, is launched on the lemmatiser Norna, a component of the lexical database of Old English Nerthus. The conclusions of the article insist on the limits of automatic lemmatisation as well as the paths of refinement of the lemmatisation method in order to accomodate less predictable forms.
AIMS AND SCOPE
This article deals with the morphology of Old English and, more specifically, with the lemmatisation of strong verbs based on the textual forms in the Dictionary of Old English Corpus (henceforth DOEC).
1 It focuses on the analytical steps required by lemmatisation as well as on the implementation of such steps in the lemmatiser Norna, an integral part of the lexical database of Old English Nerthus (www.nerthusproject.com). Along with the compilation of the initial inventory of lemmas of strong verbs and the design of a lemmatisation method, this article aims at maximising the automatic search for the inflectional forms of the verbs under analysis, with the corresponding minimisation of manual revision. With these aims, this article contributes to the research line in the linguistic analysis of Old English pursued, among others, by García García ), Martín Arista (2012a , 2012b , Mateo Mendaza (2013 , 2015a , 2015b , 2016 , Novo Urraca (2015, 2016a, 2016b) and Vea Escarza (2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, fc) . The relevance of the undertaking lies in the lack of a lemmatised corpus of Old English. The corpus of reference in the field of Old English studies, the DOEC, is annotated at text level (edition, author, prose/poetry/gloss) but dos not offer word tagging, neither by attested form nor by lemma. Other remarkable corpora, like the The York-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Poetry 1 This research has been funded through the project FFI2014-59110 (MINECO), which is gratefully acknowledged. Aplicadas, 12, 65-76. https://doi.org/10.4995/rlyla.2017.7023 and The York-Toronto-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose, which have been parsed for syntax and can be searched for syntactic categories and functions as well as for inflection, do not tag the attested forms with information on the corresponding lemma. For instance, an inflectional form such as berað is marked as finite verb, present of indicative, but no link is given to the lemma beran 'to bear', with which it is not possible either to gather the inflectional paradigm of this verb or to quantify the occurrences of beran in the corpus. This has been done by The Dictionary of Old English (hereafter DOE) for the letters published so far, A-G, but is hardly accessible or unavailable for the letters H-Y from the standard dictionaries of Old English. Of the lexical and morphological classes of Old English, this article concentrates on strong verbs for two reasons. The first is descriptive, namely that strong verbs represent the starting point of lexical derivation, as has been pointed out by authors like Mailhammer (2006 Mailhammer ( , 2008 and Martín Arista (2012a). The second reason for restricting the scope of the article to the strong verb is methodological. Strong verbs, as is well known, form the preterite and the past participle by means of, as in beran (infinitive) -baer (1st. preterite) -bǣron (2nd. preterite) -(ge)boren (past participle) 'to bear'. The different Ablaut patterns give rise to seven classes of strong verbs, shown in figure 1 (based on Hogg and Fulk, 2011 ; see also Prokosch, 1939 , Van Coetsem, 1990 When searching a corpus for strong verbs, the queries can be aimed not only to inflectional endings, as in the lemmatisation of weak verbs, but also to the changes to the root vowel characteristic of each of the classes presented in figure 1 , as, for instance, in the pattern eo-ea-u-o, which defines certain Class III strong verbs such as feohtan-feaht-fuhton-(ge)fohten 'to fight'. Therefore, the lemmatisation of this class is likely to pave the way for the analysis of the other classes because, as has been pointed out above, a remarkable number of derivatives are based on strong verbs, which, moreover, are very frequent in the texts, as is the case with verbs like cūman 'to come' and giefan 'to give'.
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With the aims and scope thus defined, the remainder of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the lemmatiser Norna, a building block of the relational lexical database of Old English Nerthus. Section 3 describes the search algorithm used for assigning lemmas to the inflections of the strong verbs found in the DOEC. Section 4 offers the results of the application of the query strings and filters of which the search algorithm consists to the data in the DOEC. The results of the analysis are discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 draws the main conclusions, in the line of maximising the automatic search for the inflectional forms of the verbs under analysis with the corresponding minimisation of manual revision.
THE LEMMATISER NORNA
The lemmatiser Norna has been implemented in Filemaker database software (version 14) and is based on a concordance and an index to the DOEC. The corpus has been concorded by word and by fragment. The concordance by word, displayed in figure 2, consists of three million lines, one per word in the corpus. The concordance by fragment contains around two hundred thousand fragments of texts identifed with the short title with which they appear in the DOEC, as in Eala ðu cleric ne wana ðu aefre wexbreda fram sidan [Abbo 000100 (103.1)]. The word concordance to the DOEC turns out an index of approximately one hundred and ninety thousand inflectional forms, which constitutes the target of the analysis. In Figure 3 , the leftmost column lists inflectional forms, the occurrences are quantified next to the right; the column called headword shows the lemma that corresponds to each inflectional form, and the three columns to the right present the concordance prefield, the concorded word and the concordance postfield. As can be seen in figure 3 , ābelgan is the lemma attributed to the inflectional forms abolgen, abulgon, abelge, abealh, abulge, abelgan, abelgeð, abealg, abelgað, abulgan, abolgenne, abelh, abulgen, abelged, abelige, abeligan and abelhð. RLyLA Vol. 12 (2017), 65-76
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On the lemmatiser Norna, inflectional forms are assigned a lemma on the basis of a reference list of verbs from each strong class that has been retrieved from the lexical database Nerthus and supplemented with information from Krygier (1994) and Hogg and Fulk (2011) . For example, the reference list of strong verbs from Class VI is as follows in figure 4 (verbs with weak forms excluded). Given the inflectional forms from the DOEC and the reference list, the assignment of lemmas can be done automatically or manually. In order to automatise the process of lemmatisation, it is necessary to define a search algorithm of which results do not require a great deal of manual revision. Nevertheless, the diachronic and diatopic variants included in the DOEC as well as the various spellings with which many words appear in the corpus seem to exclude a fully automatic search procedure and to predict manual revision. This question is tackled in the next section.
THE SEARCH ALGORITHM
This section describes the steps taken in order to develop a seach algorithm with which to lauch queries on the lemmatiser Norna and find the inflectional forms of the strong verbs in the DOEC. The target of the first step of the design of the algorithm is the simplex word. The underived verbs in the reference list of the seven strong classes have been inflected for the infinitive, inflected infinitive, present participle and past participle; present indicative singular and plural, present subjunctive singular and plural, preterite indicative singular and plural, preterite subjunctive singular and plural, imperative singular and plural. The list of inflections for crēopan 'to creep' is offered in (1): (1) a. Finite forms: crēopan, crēap, crupon, crēope, crēopest, crēopst, crīepest, crīepst, crēopeð, crēopeþ, crēopð, crēopþ, crēopt, crīepeð, crīepeþ, crīepð, crīepþ, crīept, crēopað, crēop, crēopaþ, crēopen, crupe, crupen.
Non-finite forms: cropen, crēopanne, crēopenne, crēopande, crēopende, crēopinde.
b. Finite forms: crȳpan, crēap, crupon, crȳpe, crȳpest, crȳpst, crȳpeð, crȳpeþ, crȳpð, crȳpþ, crȳpt, crȳpað, crȳpaþ, crȳpe, crȳpen, crȳp.
Non-finite forms: cropen, crȳpanne, crȳpenne, crȳpande, crȳpende, crȳpinde.
Several comments are in point with respect to the inflectional paradigm given in (1). Firstly, the inventory of forms has been duplicated so as to account for the potential effects of i-mutation. The Bosworth-Toller and Sweet dictionaries agree in giving the strong verb crēopan 'to creep' but Clark-Hall adds the 3rd. person singular present indicative forms crȳpeð, crȳpð in a cross-reference to crēopan. Indeed, the DOEC has two occurrences of the syncopated form crȳpð. For this reason, the i-mutated inflectional forms in (1b), such as crȳpeð and crȳpð, have been included for Class II strong verbs in the search algorithm. For the other classes of strong verbs, the effects of i-mutation might be seen in endings like the ones provided in (2), following Campbell (1987) . (2) -icð, -icð, -icþ, -iðð, -iþþ, -iecð, -iecþ, -ieðð, -ieþþ, -ielpð, -ielpþ, -ielt, -iett, -ilpð, -ilpþ, -ilt, -itt, -iðð, -iþþ, -ycð, -ycð, -ycþ, -ycþ, -yðð, -yþþ, -ylpð, -ylpþ, -ylt, -ytt Secondly, the alternative spelling <ð> / <þ> justifies the duplication of forms like crēopeð / crēopeþ, crēopð / crēopþ, crīepeð / crīepeþ, crīepð / crīepþ and crēopað / crēopaþ. Thirdly, the syncopa of the vowel of the second third person singular present indicative explains the inclusion of pairs like, respectively, crēopest / crēopst and crēopeð / crēopð. In the fourth place, the inflectional endings with consonant assimilation such as crēopt, crīept and crȳpt appear in the list along with the canonical forms crēopeð, crīepeð and crȳpeð. Finally, dialectal variation motivates the presence of forms like crēopenne, crēopande and crēopinde together with the West-Saxon inflections crēopanne and crēopende.
The second step of the design of the algorith focuses on the complex word. It consists of the compilation of a list of elements that may be attached to simplex strong verbs to form derived or compound verbs. A priori, the inventory of preverbal elements, which has been retrieved from the lexical database of Old English Nerthus, includes affixes with a very specific meaning, such as the negative prefix un-, the pejorative prefix mis-as well as the aspectual prefixes eft-and ed-; the Germanic pure prefixes ā-, be-, for-, ge-, of-, on-, tō-(de la Cruz, 1975) ; the spatial and temporal adverbs and prepositions that are going through grammaticalisation resulting in a telic marker (Brinton and Traugott, 2005; Martín Arista and Cortés Rodríguez, 2014) , including adūn-, aefter-, aet-, āweg-, beforan-, betwux-, ðurh-, forð-, fore-, fram-, geond-, in-, niðer-, oð-, ofer-, onweg-, under-, ūp-, ūt-, wið-, wiðer-, and ymb-; and fully free forms that appear in compound verbs such as āgēn-, and-, ðri-, dyrn-, efen-, ful-, hearm-, mǣg-, mān-, nyd-, riht-, twi-, wyrg-. With the preverbal elements, the roots and the set of inflections as presented above, the third step of the design of the search algorithm is the definition of query strings that can be launched on Filemaker. Four query strings (QS) have been defined. QS1 is aimed to the stems and inflections given in (1), and the corresponding stems in the remaining six classes of strong verbs. With the operator for exact matches in Filemaker (==), the part of QS1 that search the corpus for the inflections of bēodan can be seen in (3).
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RLyLA Vol. 12 (2017), 65-76 ==bead, ==budon, ==beode, ==bead, ==biedest, ==biedst, ==bietst, ==biest, ==bude, ==beodeð, ==beodeþ, ==biett, ==bietð, ==bietþ, ==bead, ==beodaþ, ==beodað, ==budon, ==beode, ==bude, ==beoden, ==buden, ==beod, ==beodað, ==beodaþ The target of the second query string is the prefixation with ge-, the most frequent prefix in Old English (Martín Arista, 2012b) to such an extent that most strong verbs have a simplex and a complex form prefixed with ge-. QS2 for gebēodan is shown in (4). (4) ==gebeodan, ==gebead, ==gebudon, ==gebeode, ==gebead, ==gebiedest, ==gebiedst, ==gebietst, ==gebiest, ==gebude, ==gebeodeð, ==gebeodeþ, ==gebiett, ==gebietð, ==gebietþ, ==gebead, ==gebeodaþ, ==gebeodað, ==gebudon, ==gebeode, ==gebude, ==gebeoden, ==gebuden, ==gebeod, ==gebeodað, ==gebeodaþ QS3 has been defined for accounting for complex strong verbs with preverbs different from ge-. The wild card * in (5) stands for any preverbal element attached to the base bēodan and its inflections.
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(5) ==*beodan, ==*bead, ==*budon, ==*beode, ==*bead, ==*biedest, ==*biedst, ==*bietst, ==*biest, ==*bude, ==*beodeð, ==*beodeþ, ==*biett, ==*bietð, ==*bietþ, ==*bead, ==*beodaþ, ==*beodað, ==*budon, ==*beode, ==*bude, ==*beoden, ==*buden, ==*beod, ==*beodað, ==*beodaþ QS4 is the least specific query. It search the corpus for the stems of strong verbs with any preverbal and inflectional segment, thus the introduction of the wild card * to the left and to the right of the stem. This can be seen in (6).
(6) ==*beod*, ==*bead*, ==*bud*, ==*bod*, ==*bied*, ==*biet*, ==*biest* These query strings have been launched sequentially: QS1, QS2, QS3, QS4. After the submission of each query, its hits have been tagged on the lemmatiser Norna, so that the tags from previous queries could guide the tagging of the hits of subsequent queries. This simplifies the overall task because, in spite of being likely to find some unexpected spellings, QS4 is redundant with respect to QS1 (endings) as well as QS2 and QS3 (preverbs). Moreover, given its wide scope, it is predictable that this query string turns out a remarkably high number of matches. For this reason, the final step in the design of the search algorithm is the definition of filters that can put aside at least part of the undesired results of SQ4, so that manual revision can be kept to a mimimum. Two filters have been devised. Filter (F) 1 is intended to isolate verbal forms. It narrows down the hits of QS4 to inflectional forms that end with on, -odon-, -ast, -est, -ost, -ð, -þ, -iað and-iaþ, thus the operators == and *. The application of F1 to the 17,138 hits of SQ4 reduces this figure to 1,939. F1 is presented in (7).
(7) ==*-on, ==*-odon-, ==*-ast, ==*-est, ==*-ost, ==*-ð, ==*-þ, ==*-iað, ==*-iaþ F2 is aimed at finding spelling variations in the consonantal endings of verbal forms. It is applied in two steps. The first step selects the inflectional forms that end in a consonant, as can be seen in (8).
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(8) ==*b, ==*c, ==*d, ==*f, ==*g, ==*h, ==*l, ==*m, ==*n, ==*p, ==*r, ==*s, ==*t, ==*w, ==*x, ==*y, ==*ð, ==*þ The second step of F2 targets members of the non-verbal classes as well as weak verbs by deleting inflectional forms that end in -on, -en, -an, -es, -um, -end, -as, -est, -ost, -ed, -od, -ig, -ic, -ing, -ung, -un, -us, -nes, -er, -or, -ur, -iað, -iaþ. It must be noted that F2 also puts aside the endings -iað, -iaþ, which are selected by F1. When applied to the outcome of SQ4, the first step of F2 reduces its hits from 17,138 to 10,305, which, after the application of the second step of F2, result in 3,533 hits. The second step of F2 is displayed in (9). (9) ==*on, ==*en, ==*an, ==*es, ==*um, ==*end, ==*as, ==*est, ==*ost, ==*ed, ==*od, ==*ig, ==*ic, ==*ing, ==*ung, ==*un, ==*us, ==*nes, ==*er, ==*or, ==*ur, ==*iað, ==*iaþ
THE OUTCOME OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHM
The application of the algorithm to the search for Class IV strong verbs turns out the results presented below. The inflectional forms attributed to each lemma can be seen in the Appendix. The overall quantitative results by class are tabulated in table 1. As can be seen in Table 1 , the most frequent verb classes are III, V, and I, with 1926, 1428 and 1190 inflectional forms respectively. QS3 turns out the highest number of hits in all the classes, except Class II. These results are discussed in the following section.
Apart from the quantitative data, the analysis has turned out a normalised list of preverbal and inflectional endings. The inventory of attested preverbal forms includes the ones presented in Figure 5 (variants between brackets). Throughout the lemmatisation process, the forms between brackets have been normalised to the canonical forms preceding them in Figure 5. ā-, aefter-(aeft-, aeftyr-, efter-, eftyr-), aet-(ad-, aed-, at-, ēt-, et-, ot-), and-(iand-, ond-, ont-), be-(b-, bea-, beah-, beo-, bet-, bew-, bi-, bī-, bic-, big-, bio-, bis-), ed-, efen-(aefen-, efn-, emn-), eft-(aeft-, oft-), for-(f'-, f'r-, faer-, faern-, far-, feor-, fer-, fern-), fore-(foren-, fores-, forn-, fors-), forþ-(fort-, ferþ-), fram-(frum-, from-, frun-, frym-, frymft-, frymfþ-), full-(ful-), ge-(cg-, īg-, ēh-, eīg-, i-, g-, ga-, gae-, gaen-, gaer-, gad-, gan-, gar-, ged-, gen-, gem-, ger-, gi-, gif-, gim-, gy-), geond-(giond-, gind-, gio-, gion-, gin-, geon-, gon-, geo-), in-(ine-, ing-, inn-), mid-(me-, met-, mi-, med-, mið-, mod-), mis-(miss-, mus-), of-(aef-, af-, off-), ofer-(eofer-, eofor-, ofaer-, ofern-, ofor-, of'-, ofyr-, ouer-, ouyr-, ofer-), on-, oþ-(oeþ-, ūþ-), tō-, twi-(twig-, twy-), þurh-(þorh-), un-, under-(und-, undern-, ynder-), ūp-(upp-), ūt-(utt-, vt-), wiþ-, wiþer (wiþere-, wiþyr-), ymb-(ym-, ymbe-, emb-, embe-, eme-, imb-). The inflectional endings in figure 6 have also been identified. For the sake of clarity, the variants are grouped under the canonical form and displayed between brackets.
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-að; -aþ (-ad; -aed; -aeð; -aeþ; -at; -ath); -an (-aen); -ð; -þ (-d; -th); -e (-eg; -cg; -ch; -cht; -gc; -h; -o); -eð; -eþ (-cg; -ch -cht; -et; -eth; -eað; -eaþ; -ed; -eid; -gc; -h, -id; -ið; -iþ; -ieð; -ieþ; -it; -ith; -oð; -ud; -uþ; -yd; -yð; -yþ; -yt); -en (-in; -yn); -est (-aes; -aest; -ast; -aet; -esð; -esþ; -is; -ist; -ust; -ys; -ysð; -yst); -on (-don; -onn); -st (-sð; -s); -tst (-dst); -t (-tt). 
DISCUSSION
The lemmatisation method, based on a set of query strings and filters implemented on a lexical database, has clear advantages but also raises some issues. A comparison with the inflectional forms provided by the DOE (A-G) has shown that the accuracy of the search algorithm is around 80%. In other words, 10% of the hits do not correspond to inflections listed in the DOE and, conversely, 10% of the forms in the DOE have not been found by the lemmatiser in its present state. This is due to a number of reasons that must guide future research. Beginning with the hits that are not found in the DOE, three main shortcomings have been identified: strong nouns that coincide with the third person singular of the present indicative of potential lemmas, such as bisceop (from biscop, not from **besceopan); adjectives derived from strong verbs that coincide in form with the third person singular of the present indicative of a verbal lemma, such as eacene (from ēacen, not from ēacan); forms overlapping with the paradigm of weak verbs (beslepen, from beslēpan, weak, not from beslǣpan). Among the inflections provided by the DOE that have not been found by means of automatic searches we find early forms like adriofan (ādrīfan), late forms such as arysað (ārisan), consonantal contrasts due to Verner´s Law, such as seoðan, seað vs. sudon, sodden (seoðan); unpredictable <k> or <ch> for <c>, as in belukeð, belochene (belūcan); unpredictable <v> for <w>, as in bisvicen (beswīcan); unpredictable <c> for <g>, as in forcnad (forgnīdan); unpredictable <y> for <i>, as in bydðed (biddan), this example also illustrating unpredictable <ð> for <d>; assimilation of the third person singular, present indicative ending to <t>, as in aworpet (āweorpan); and loss of <h> before <r>, as in aetrinð (aethrīnan). Finally, the DOE has inflected participles that were not considered in this work, such as the present participle cēosendum (cēosan) and the past participle besmitenes (besmītan).
Apart from the accuracy of the lemmatiser, two issues have arisen throughout the research that need some comment. In the first place, the hits of the search algorithm not only show a remarkable degree of variation, as has been described above, but also require desambiguation. That is to say, some hits certainly constitute accurate results in the sense of belonging to the inflectional paradigms of strong verbs, but they may pertain to more than one class, as in the pairs in (10). Provisionally, these inflections have been assigned to both potential lemmas.
(10) abudon: ābēodan (II); abudon: ābūan(ge) (VIIg; st. with wk. pret./p.p.) abaerst: āberstan (IIIc); abaerst: āberan (IV) bitt: bītan(ge) (I); bitt: biddan(ge) (V; st. with wk. pres.) feall/feallaþ/gefeoll/fealleð: fēolan(ge) (IIIb); feall/feallaþ/gefeoll/fealleð: feallan(ge) (VIIc) fersceat/forsceat: forscēotan (II); fersceat/forsceat: forscēadan (VIIa; st. with wk. pret./p.p.) onhlad: onhlīdan (I); onhlad: onhlaedan (VI)
The final problem has to do with the existence of a derived verb for which no underived base can be proposed. All the sources account for the existence of the strong verb forlēosan 'to lose, abandon, let go'. However, none of them considers that the verb *lēosan is attested and concur in marking it with the asterisk used for reconstructed forms, thus, for instance, the DOE. Given the stepwise character of the search strings proposed above, it is necessary to add the verb lēosan(ge) to the reference list in order to account for its derivatives.
CONCLUSION
This article has described the process of lemmatisation of the strong verb forms in the DOEC by means of a lemmatiser that is implemented on a lexical database and consists of an index, a concordance, a reference list and a set of query strings and filters.
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The implementation of the search algorithm on a lexical database has proven remarkably useful and convenient not only because information can be easily stored, searched and retrieved but also because the results can be sorted in alphabetical order, which implies that similar forms appear close to each other. This has two advantages. First, the identification task is not as time consuming as it would be if the corpus was searched manually. Second, and more important, variant spellings can be identified more easily and quickly compared with nearby words, which results in both the identification of a higher number of inflectional forms and, in some cases, the identification of new lemmas.
The methodology based on a search algorithm on a lexical database has had some effects on the resulting inventory of lemmas, at least in two respects. Given that a canonical form cannot be a variant form of another prefix, two lemmas have been proposed when inflectional forms have been found containing both preverbal items. At the same time, the separation of some affixes has led to the replacement of a lemma for a new one, instead of keeping both.
Overall, the automatic searches on the lemmatiser Norna have an accuracy of approximately 80%. Considering that the inflectional forms of the strong verbs beginning with the letters H-Y remain largely unpublished, finding eight out of every ten forms may represent a significant advance. On the other hand, future research must be conducted with the aim of refining the search algorithm in the directions indicated in this article.
APPENDIX: THE LEMMAS AND INFLECTIONS OF CLASS IV
āberan: abaer, abaere, abaeron, aber, aberað, aberan, aberð, abere, abereð, aberon, abireð, aboren, aborene, AEbaer; ābrecan: abraec, abraecan, abraece, abraecen, abraecenne, abraecon, abrecað, abrecan, abrecane, abrecanne, abrecaþ, abreccenne, abrecð, abrece, abrecende, abrecenne, abrecon; ācuman: acom, acoman, acome, acomon, acuman, acume, acumen, acymð, acymþ; ācwelan: acwael, acwaelan, acwaele, acwaelon, acwelað, acwelan, acwelð, acwele, acwellan, acwelon, acwilð, acwolen; āðweran: aþwer; aetberan: AEtbaer, AEtbaeron, AEtbaerst, AEtberan, AEtbere, AEtberst, atbaerst; āniman: anim, Animað, animan, animð, anime, anumen, anumenne, anumenre, āteran: aterað; beberan: beborene; becuman: becom, becoman, become, becomen, becomon, becomun, becum, becumað, becuman, becume, becumen, becumende, becumene, becumenne, becumon, becwom, becwome, becwomon, becymð, becyme, becymeð, becymen, becymest, becymeþ, becymst, becymþ, beocuman, bicom, bicoman, bicome, bicomen, bicomun, bicumad, bicumen, bicwom, bicymaeð, bicymeð, bicymo, bycuman, bycumð; becwelan: becwael; behelan: beholen, beholene, biholen; beniman: beneoman, benimað, beniman, benimð, benime, benimeð, benimen, benom, benumen, benumene, benumenne, binom, binoman, binumen; beran(ge): baer, baerað, baere, baeren, baeron, ber, berað, beraeð, beraþ, berð, bere, beren, berende, berene, berenne, beryð, birð, bireð, bireþ, boren, borene, borenne, borenre, gebaer, gebaeran, gebaere, gebaeron, geber, geberan, gebere, geberen, gebereþ, gibaer; īgberan: ibaere, iboren; īgcuman: icumen; īgdelan: idael, idaelen, iddel, idel, idelan, idele; īgfelan: ifel, ifele, ifeleð; īghelan: ihaelen; īgnuman: inumen; bescieran: bescear, bescearen, besceoren, besciran, bescire, bescoren, bescorene; bestelan: bestael, bestaele, bestaelon, bestelan, bestele, bestolen, bestolene, bistilð; brecan(ge) : braec, braecan, braecc, braece, braecen, braecg, braecon, brec, brecað, brecan, brecanne, brecð, brece, breceð, brecende, brecenne, brecest, breceþ, brech, brecon, brocen, brocenan, gebraec, gebraecan, gebraecc, gebraece, gebraecg, gebrec, gebrecan, gebrecanne, gebrecaþ, gebrecceð, gebrece, gebrecende, gebrecendes, gebrecest, gebreco, gebrecon, gibraec, gibrece, gibrecon; cuman(ge): com, coma, coman, come, comen, comm, comon, comth, comun, cum, cumad, cumað, Cumaeð, cumaeþ, cuman, cumaþ, cumen, cummað, cumon, cwom, cwoman, cwome, cwomon, cwomun, Cym, cymas, cymd, cymð, cyme, cymed, cymeð, cymen, cymes, cymest, cymet, cymeþ, cymid, cymmeð, cymmes, cymo, cymst, cymyð, cymyst, cymþ, gecom, gecome, gecomon, gecum, gecuman, gecume, gecwome, gecymð, gecyme, gecymeð, gecymes, gecymmes, gicom, gicome, gicomon, gicyme, gicymes; cwelan: cwelað, cwelan, cwele, cwelende, cwellað, cwelleð; ðurhbrecan: Þurhbraec; ðwaeran(ge): Ðwaere, Ðweran, geðwaera, geðwaeran, geðwaere, geðwerast, geðwere, geþwaer, geþwaera, geþwaeran, geþwaere, geþwaerede, geþwaerende, geþwaerian, geþwaerode, geþwer, geþwere, geþworen, Þwere; ðwerian: geðwaerian, geðwaerie, geþwaeriað, geþwaeriende, geþweriendan, Þwerian; efencuman: efencomon, efencuman, Efencwomon, efncomon, efnecomon; eftcuman:
